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SUMMARY

This report first gives a general description of operating

control of the PHENIX reactor, covering the level of automaticity and

the methods of data perception. The authors then describe the control

of the core, the supervision of cooling and the detection of cladding

rupture. A summary description is given of the evolution of the SUPER-

PHENIX reactor from its PHENIX predecessor.

As regards high temperature reactors, the report discusses

control rods, the regulation of the flow of coolant gas, the system of

emergency stoppage and the general systems for safety and output limita-

tion, with special attention being paid to particular aspects of some of

these control systems.

The fast neutron reactors and the HTR type were presented in their

entirity. It seems proper, then, to give a brief view of their operating

control systems by looking at the one in the PHENIX and the one being de-

signed for the 1,200 MW fast reactor and the HTR reactor.

PHENIX PLANT

1. GENERAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

In order to make proper use of it, the Phenix will be used as a

base power plant. All the same, it satisfied the operating conditions of

a plant in the French electric system where there are random voltage lapses



of at least two seconds. The operation in (unreadable) was not kept up.

The functional assemblies of the power plant are divided into

120 elementary systems which make up the operators level of control.

No general automatic system is tied to the starting up or shut-

ting down of the plant. The general automatic systems, associated with

the safety circuits of the reactor, only act on the operation of the

secondary sodium pumps, the turboalternator, and the electrical system.

The areas in which the general regulators work take into account

the function of the unit as a "base power plant". It is bounded on one

side by the temperature regulation of the steam coming from the evapora-

tion unit, and on the other side by the regulation of the pressure of the

superheated steam going into the inlet valves of the turbine.

The use of a data processing unit that includes digital computers

organized into independent systems, allows the processing, on the one hand,

of the problems that uses data from the power plant, and on the other hand,

the problems of safety in the detection of plugging in the fuel elements.

The absence of a general automating system implies that the data

processing computers don't insure closed loop actions of the elementary

functions. An exception was nevertheless admitted: it concerns the direct

commend of the mechanism that locates cladding ruptures (sheath ruptures)

by individually sampling the sodium.

The use of controls in the core includes the monitoring of the

fuel element cooling and the verification of the seals on the fuel pellets.



2. ORGANIZATION OF CONTROLS, DATA SYSTEMS, AND ASSOCIATED AUTOMATIC

SYSTEMS

2.1. Command and data level

The level of operation of the power plant corresponds to com-

mands which act on the whole system producing a certain configuration of

the elementary system: go configuration - scop configuration - particular

configurations (operation on a reduced number of actuators supplied by

group diesel aide groups, configuration of circuits to correspond to such

and such a local safety action, etc.)

The operator uses two levels of command for each elementary

system:

- a switch allowing the choice of the configuration to be used

and the execution of this choice. Displayed instruments give total infor-

mation on the state of the command, the state of execution, the availabi-

lity;

- a switch allowing the choice of an actuator for normal use on

two or three redundant actuators, these being considered in automatic

hold. Likewise, instruments give information on the operation of the

actuator and on its availability.

The centralized data processing is associated with the use of

each elementary system. A presentation was made in the preceding confer-

ence. Let us remember that it allows:

- the printing of error messages on two "operation cathode ray



tubes" installed in the Principle Unit. These messages are used in a way

similar to the errors shown on the individual luminescent dials. The

error warnings taken into account necessitate on the part of the operator

only a differed action.

- the analysis of information by displaying on "four dialogue

cathode raj screens", installed in the Information Unit, the table of

state (measurement values and actuator states), error table, and availa-

bility of the elementary systems.

- conventional means including:

* alarm dials, installed in the Principle Unit, that

show the problems necessitating an immediate operator action anu the

failures that cause the shut-down of the plant;

* indicators and tapes that allow, independent of the

state of the central data processing, the control of the reactor in a stable

configuration.

2.2. Design of the automation systems and the safety circuits

The automatic systems were made in a classical technology based

on electromechanical relays for conservative more than economic reasons.

The technical organization of the operation of the automatic systems rests

on the "principle of voltage transmission". As a result, the relays on

the system are only excited during the changing of configurations. For a

given configuration, the orders are stored at the most reliable level of

the system, which is to say in the power contact equipment through the



intermediary of the auto-held relays.

As a result of these principles, romplete failure of the

electrical supply to the system has no effect on the actuators of the

circuit.

Under the hypothesis of such a failure5 a safety operation on

a machine or a system must still be possible. This safety operation

will be done by a simplified channel of automation independent from the

automation system. This channel will have an independent electrical

supply system.

The automation of the safety circuits of the reactor (rapid

stop or scram) are done as well through electromagnetic means. The

technical organization of the operation of this system rests on the

"principle of the lack of voltage" organized on logical circuit bases of

coincidence 2/3 in general, 2/2 for two particular cases (detection of

cladding ruptures and the surveillance of the core where a 2/3 combination

leads to a very complex system and the combination 1/2 to a reduction (in

the availability) and 1/2 for the safety devices that enter in only dur-

ing start-up periods.

These automatic systems are controlled after programmed shut-

downs of the reactor for handling fuel elements (every three months) by

an automatic device for researching unsafe breakdown.

3. CONTROLOF THE REACTIVITY

3.1. Control of the reactivity



Reactimeters, made of a Pagels network, are associated with

linear neutron chains and guarantee safety corresponding to the range

of 1.3 x 1(H to 1.3 times the nominal power. The thresholds are ad-

justed for the positive and negative values of the reactivity (5 pcm for

the alarm and 10 pern for the scram). The regulation of the small values

of the threshholds necessary for the sensitive detection of anomilies in

the core results in using automatic devices to prevent random, uncertain

actions due to the normal variation of the reactivity (voltage lack,

stop of a primary pump).

3.2. Control of the cooling of the fuel elements

The temperature of the sodium at the outlet of the fuel elements

(103 fissionable and 18 fertile) is measured by two thermocouples mounted

in the same "glove finger" installed on the axis of the assembly.

This measurement allows the detection of an abnormal elevation

in either the temperature of the assembly due to a partial plugging, or

the average temperature at the outlet of the core which means too high a

rate of heating or too high a cladding temperature that, if prolonger,

could be bad for its integrity.

The thermocouple assembly is recorded on two safety computers

uniquely used for this purpose. Each computer looks at the two families

of thermocouples every three seconds; thus each assembly is looked into

every 1.5 seconds. When the safety threshold is exceeded, the two com-

puters initiate a scram simultaneously through a logical combination of



2/2 and a coincidence treatment of 2/2 depending on the thermocouple

families.

Each computer calculates for each cycle the average temperature

increase: v.

with:

Ti = outlet temperature of the sodium from the fuel elements

Te = average temperature at the inlet to the core.

The plugging detection consists, for each computer, of comparing

the Ti of each assembly to a calculated value:

.-r loo *<* £
"' too

aj is a parametric coefficient for each assembly (difference in thermo-

couples, physical implantation of the fuel element, rate of combustion . . . ) .

This coefficient is determined by calibrating it at the beginning of each

handling period, during the stable levels in the power rise, and at the

nominal regime.

The coefficients erand J3 were determined so that an alarm would

be sounded for a heating anomaly of 5 degrees C., and a scram for a 10

degree difference.

The average temperature is also compared to a threshold value.

The temperature of the cladding is also measured during each

cycle from the instantaneous average:



It is compared to a threshold associated with a computer that totals the

amount of time it has been exceeded.

In the case of a failure of a thermocouple, the thermocouple is

automatically bypassed and is considered "out of order" by the safety

system. If the second homologous thermocouple of the assembly fails,

there is no scram initiated. No change in the reactor power is called

for.

In the case of the failure of a computer, the logic output is

placed in "safe breakdown" and we pass from operation in coincidence 2/2

to operation in 1/2. If the second computer is out of service of fails,

there is no scram initiated. In this case, the operator has the choice

of a manual stop of the reactor.

3.3. Acoustical control

The appearance of hot spots on the fuel elements due to a re-

duction in the flow can cause the release of a local sodium bubble which

must be quickly found to avoid a partial or total plugging of the assembly.

PHENIX is equipped with 11 fixed measuring points and several mobile

measuring devices that can be placed in 7 reference positions.

Taking into account the experimental nature of this control

(RAPSODIE used none the less experimental chains while in operation), the

measurement equipment does not initiate any scram cycles in the reactor.

3.4. Detection and location of cladding ruptures

For the PHENIX reactor, the large number of pellets (more than

30,000) containing the fue' PuO2, U02> or the fertile U02, the mesh



fineness, and the high rate of combustion calls for a permanent sur-

veillance for cladding ruptures.

From experience on the RAPSODIE, and as a function of the

particular conditions of the fuel elements in the PHENIX (number of

pellets, thickness of cladding, etc.) we can foresee:

- that there will be some cladding ruptures

- that there will be several types.

In order to fill the three functions: ''total detection,

"identification", and "location" for the cladding ruptures, the devices

used rest on two modes of sampling: the argon and the sodium.

3.4.1. Measurements of the sodium samples

The measuring devices are based on the principle of detecting

the fission products I and Br delayed neutron emitters (DND). These

neutrons (200 to 500 keV) are detected by thermal neutron counters after

moderation in polyethelene. In order to obtain a better detection sensi-

tivity for these neutrons and despite the necessary protections, we pre-

ferred to use He3 counters rather than fission chambers. This opticn

cou1Hn't have been taken except after a long series of tests and the con-

struction of He3 counters of useful and sufficient iife.

The general detection DND/G is done through 6 sodium samples

made in pressure shell of the reactor at the inlets to the six intermediate

exchangers and directed to a DND/G unit situated in an accesible zone. The

circulation of the sodium is insured by the electromagnetic pump of the
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primary purification circuit.

The design of the delayed neutron unit allows the simultaneous

assurance of the following two functions:

a) the global surveillance of the reactor,

b) the prelocation of a rupture in a section of the core as

a function of the hydraulics of the flow in the primary pressure shell.

The detection assembly has a cylindrical geometry with a sym-

metry of the order of 6. At the center are six cavities the sodium com-

ing from each of the six exchangers circulates. These cavities separated

by a graphite star of six branches.

Six pairs of He? counters are placed on the inside of a poly-

ethelene crown looking into each cavity.

The signals coming from the paired or unpaired rows are added

together to g r e two homologous measurements of the overall contamination

of the reactor and thus allows the production of a signal with coincidence

2/2 destined for the scram circuit of the reactor.

Each sum of the signals, coming from the two counters in each

pair, is treated by the "nuclear heating" computers. A disequilibirum

in the data obtained allows us to locate the section of the core (within

a sixth) where the detected failure lies.

The location (DND/LRG) is assured by individual sampling of the

sudium at the outlet of fuel assemblies using a mechanism that combines in

two successive stages of selection:

- the sampling of the sodium by a group of three assemblies,
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- the selection of a sample out of the group of three.

Moreover, this device assures the overall sampling of the

assembly of fuel elements.

The assembly of the sodium sampling mechanisms, the correspond-

ing hydraulic circuits, the continuous flow electromagnetic pump, and the

delayed neutron detection unit are all assembles in a cladding rupture

location plug integrated into the rotating shield plug of the reactor.

This system can cause no safety operation in the reactor. The

control of the location mechanisms and the data processing are done by

the "nuclear heating" computer in the centralized data processing system.

The DND/LRG unit is simpler than the DND/G unit (DND = delayed neutron

detector), it includes:

- a sodium chamber,

- a lead protection,

- a polyethelene ring in which'6 He-3 ccunters are lodged.

3.4.2. Measurements on the argon samples

The samplings of argon that are analyzed come from two different

points:

- from the argon covering the primary pressure shell where the

fission products and the gaseous tracers incorporated into the pellets

are found,

- from the degasser placed in the return circuit for the sodium

from the cladding rupture locating plug. This allows locating it by

fission product detection.
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The fission products Xe and Kr can be detected with the

help of the following equipment:

- Ionization chamber: this is a circulation chamber associated

with a linear or logarithmic amplifier. This chamber furnishes continu-

ously a total value of the activity (notably of the long lived Xe-133

and Xe-135).

- Gammachromatography: this is an automatic measuring device

made by coupling a chromatography column with a assembly of spectometers

made of six energy variable channels.

This allows the cyclical measurement (cycle = 8 min.) of the

activity of the radiation emitting isotopes in the sampled argon. Thus,

to detect and identify a cladding rupture, we can choose to depend on the

following:

A 41 (T » 110 min.) Ne 23 (T = 23 sec.)

Xe 133 (T = 5.35 d) Xe 135 (T = 9 hr.)

Kr 89 (T = 322 min.) Kr 87 (T = 78 min.)

- detection of the ramdon tracer: certain experimental assem-

blies will be marked by introducing a capsule of radium in each pellet.

The radon emitter, descendent of radium, will be detected, after cladding

ruptures, by a classical scintillation chamber.

3.4.3. Detection of stable gas tracers with the help of a mass spectro-

meter coupled with an enrichment line.

The assemblies in the second core of the Phenix will be marked

by the insertion of a capsule, several cm in volume, of a mixture of
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stable isotopes of Xe and Kr into each pellet, during their fabrication.

The detection of the release of these isotopes, which allows the

identification of the assembly, is made by measuring the isotopic ratios

Xe 124/Xe 125, Xe 128/ Xe 129, Kr 80/ Kr 82 . . . with the help of a mass

spectrometer coupled to an enrichment line entirely run by computer.

3.5. Control of the assembly positions

During handling, in order to be able to turn the rotating plug5

it is indispensible to be able to make sure that no obstacle opposes this

operation (head of assembly). Likewise, at the end of the handling, it

is recommended to verify the operation of the assembly and the handling

arms. These operations are done with the help of an ultrasonic visualiza-

tion device in the sodium, colled VISUS, mounted on the rotating plug.

The principle of this apparatus is very similar to that of the

SONAR. It is made of a transmitter that puts out, through an ultrasonic

projector, wave trains in a verticle wave guide. This is supplied with,

at the lower end, with a deflecter which allows it to capture the waves in-

cident in the horizontal plane.

The echos made by the obstacles situated in the explored region

are captured by an identicle guiding tube which retransmits them to an

untrasonic transducer situated on the upper part of the device. The

mechanical assembly of the wave guides, transmission and reception do a

sweep in the secteur -90 to +90 degrees around the vorticle axis. What

is more, its vertical displacement of 200 mm allows exploration of the

sodium in the shell of the reactor above the core.
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Associated with the wave guide assembly, a visulation system

allows knowing the shape and position of an obstacle. This is determined

from the position of the emitter (angle and altitude) and the travel time

of the wave train going between the transmitter and the object. While

the reactor is in operation, the VISUD occupies the high position.

4. SODIUM INSTRUMENTATION

This instrumentation includes the measurement of level flow,

and pressure of the sodium.

The level measurements are of two types, discontinuous and con-

tinuous. These last ones depend on the variation of the mutual inductance

between two windings, mounted in a half-hose (literally "in a sock") under

the influence of the sodium level.

The flow and pressure are done with electromagnetic flowmeters.

The pressure measurement is made by a measurement of the flow in a leak

through a calibrated orifice. The measurements of the primary and second-

ary flows are given by flowmeters implanted in the by-passes connecting

the pressure inlets situated on the large diameter pipes.

The primary flow meters are mounted at the pump backups and are

integrated into the pressure shell.

SUPER PEHNIX REACTOR

The SUPER PHENIX plant will be used like the actual EDF power

plants (EDF = Electricity of France). It will be involved with the primary
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frequency regulation and in the telergulation. The general regulation

action comes in, on more than the Phenix, on the rate of flow in the

secondary sodium pumps and on the control rod positions.

The organization of the operating control system is the same

as in the EOF plants which are actually being studied.

For SUPER PHENIX, a new sodium instrumentation and a particular

surveillance of the core are being developed. The cladding rupture de-

tection system changed a little.

1. INSTRUMENTATION

The fact that the integrated flew meters measuring the primary

flow rate of the PHENIX are an integrated part of the pump and are not

removable, leads to research into using the flow meters to measure fTux

distortion. They are flow meter probes mounted in "glove fingers".

Their use is limited to the guidance of the reactor and the safety oper-

ations, the precision never passes 4 to 5% For the verification of com-

putations and for the thermal distribution, we use the flow meters dur-

ing transition periods when the precision can reach 1%.

They are made of two fast response thermocouples, placed on a

parallel generator, which measure the temperature fluctuations.

2. SURVEILLANCE OF THE CORE

The treatment of the temperature data at the outlet from the

core, such as were defined before, was conserved with certain additions.
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In front of the data increase (more than 850 thermocouples) and the

acquistion time of 1 to 2 seconds (instead of three on the PHENIX) the

division of the processing into two levels is in the process of being

studied. The first level, decentralized, does the recording, conversion

and comparison with an absolute threshold (maximum cladding temperature).

The second level treats the plugging and the heating of the fuel elements.

The coded transmission of the data between the two levels allows a non-

negligible gain in the wiring.

Independent of the safety functions, the physical data for the

heating unit are treated by a stand-by computer.

This computer extracts the maximum value of the data from the

transducers placed at the level of the core and the adjacent circuits.

Thus the signals coming from the thermocouples in the sodium steel allow

us to obtain, besides the thermal information, a type of dynamic informa-

tion (analysis of thermal noise in the core relative to possible failures).

The use of all this data has the goal of systematically analy-

zing different parameters, comparing them to the corresponding physical

model. Let us cite as an example the comparison of the reactivity which

gives to the user, comparative values between the calculated size of the

rods and the real size.

This system, showing a failure that was quickly brought is, for

the operator, the most appropriate guidance tool.

The computer programs will change during all the studies and in

the first years of use.
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REACTORS HTR

The operating control system of the HTR reactor considered

below, was defined as a function of the information received from the Gulf

Atomic Socity (GGA), in the license agreement plans between this Society

and the CEA. This reactor is designed to be connected to a turbo-alter-

nator whose power output is 1,160 MW, and whose construction will be done

in a European plan. The choice of the installation site still has to

be made.1

1. CONTROL RODS

1.1. The rods themselves

The reactor has 73 pairs of control rods. With each pair is

associated, what is called a control rod assembly. This assembly includes:

- the control mechanisms of the rods themselves,

- the variable orifice and its control mechanism (used for regu-

lation, by zone, of the helium temperature),

- the second independent device of anti-reactivity),

- a part of the core instrumentation.

Each control rod assembly is lodged in one of 73 holes in the

upper part of the concrete case (thickness of the case is about 5.6 m).

^ One will find the description of this reactor in the report "HIGH TEM-

PERATURE REACTORS AND THEIR PROLONGING EVENTUAL TOWARDS THE DIRECT CYCLE

AND TOWARDS THE GAS BREEDER" presented to the congress by MM. VENDRYES,

RASTOIN (CEA), CONBEAU (CEM), AND FAURE (EDF).
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It is removable to allow the loading and unloading operations (this is

done at cold depressurized state of the reactor). These moving operations

are remotely commanded, nevertheless biological shields are designed to

be able to disconnect and connect electrical and pneumatic connections.

1.2. Mechanisms of Rod Control

Each pair of rods is controlled electrically by a hoist. The

use of the rods is as follows:

- the reactor is divided into 7 sections, 1 central, 6 peripheral.

The central sector contains a pair of control rods which is either manually

controlled by the operator, or automatically by the generally regulation

of the reactor.

The other seventy two pairs of control rods are controlled manu-

ally by the operator of the centralized control room and are found in the

six peripheral sectors. Each sector contains twelve rods (to each sector

a module of the vaporizer corresponds).

In each sector, nine pairs of rods are chosen to insure compen-

sation, the three others serve to manually regulate the temperature of

the helium that enters into the corresponding vaporization module.

The hoisting motor is a two phase synchronous motor with perman-

ent magnets. The normal speed of the motor is attained with a frueqency

of 2.8 Hz.

1.3. Surveillance of the Rods

The state of all the rods is permanently displayed for the sake
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of the operator and is placed in front of the control desk in the central

control room. This display is done on two color cathode osciHi scopes

that can provide four different colors (the two oscilliscopes are supplied

in parallel and thus give the same readings).

On each oscilliscope appears a map of the core; in association

with each hoist appears clearly the following indications:

- upper and lower positions of each pair of rods,

- size of each pair of rods when it is inserted more or less

in the core,

- indication of movement (up or down),

- temperature of the helium going to the vaporizer.

1.4. CONDITIONS FOR USE OF RODS

1.4.1. Normal conditions

Except for the central regulating rod that can be controlled

automatically, all the other rods are remotely controlled from the center

control room by the operator.

1.4.2. Abnormal conditions.

In the case of a scram, all the rods are inserted in the core,

by gravity, the breaking being done by an electromagnet. A rod that is

completely out at first takes 20 seconds to reach the position of maximum

anti-reactivity.
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1.5. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE CONTROL RODS

Because of the very general information just given concerning

the control rods, we see immediately the great similarity between what is

planned for the HTR in the way of rod controls and what EDF used for the

control rods in the graphite/gas reactors. We can remark that as far as

principles are concerned, there is no marked difference: in the HTR auto-

matic operation of the compensation rods and the temperature regulating

bars is not allowed, while these automatic actions were designed into the

graphite/gas reactors made by EDF.

On the technical plane, we will note that first of all the use

of synchronous motors with permanent magnets supplied by variable fre-

quencies while in the EDF graphite/gas reactors they used asynchronous

motors supplied at a fixed frequency.

One will note, as well, the original information equipment with

the operator. It is true that it concerns recent technical advancements

that could not have been used at the time when the EDF graphite/gas

reactors were conceived.

2. VARIABLE ORIFICES

An originality of the 1200 MM HTR reactor consists in the exis-

tence of remote control variable orifices giving the possibility of regu-

lating in permanence the gas flow rate and its distribution to the interior
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of the core. Let us remember that in the EDF graphite/gas reactors there

were devices for regulating the flow of the gas but these were controlled

manually and locally once and for all.

It exists in all 73 gas flow devices (as many as the number of

hoists).

2.1. Performances

- The control of the movement of each regulator is individual and

operates step by step.

- The length of time for going from one extreme position to another

is 10 minutes.

- When the core is in an equilibrium condition, that is to say,

when all the outlet temperatures of the core are the same, the control of

a step for an orifice will cause a temperature change which will be the

same for each region considered. This leads to the fact that the varia-

tion of the flow resulting from control step is proportional to the exis-

ting flow.

2.2. The control of variable orifices

The controls of the 73 variable orifices operate individually

from the central control room. In order to do this, the operator has in

front of him on a cathode oscilloscope a map of the core that shows the

position of each variable orifice. On this map, appears, in a numeric

form, the rate of opening of the orifices, the outlet temperature of the

helium at the inlet of each vaporizing module.
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3. COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEM OF ANTI-RADIO-ACTIVITY RESERVE

The complementary system of anti-reactivity reserve is designed

to permit the insertion of anti-reactive into the core by a second, totally

independent route.

This system will be used to stop the nuclear reaction in the case

where the control system malfunctions.

This insertion of radioactivity is obtained by releasing pellets

containing boron from storage magazines.

These magazines are placed in the control rod assemblies. They

contain sufficient neutron absorbant material to compensate for the

largest conceivable reactivity without the help of the normal control

system.

The pellets are maintained on the interior of their storage

magazines with the help of graphite rupture disks. These pellets are in-

troduced into the channels in the core by pressuring the magazines with

helium causing the rupture of the disks. The helium used for the rupture

is stored in bottles situated outside of the secondary vessel.

The storage magazines can be pressurized simultaneously or one

by one. To each pellet magazine corresponds a bottle of helium. The

connection of a bottle and a magazine operates by a redundant system of

remote control valves.

This command can only be done by the operator.

In the very improbable case of a total breakdown in the normal

shutdown system of the reactor (control rods) after an order for rod re-
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lease, all the pellets can be simultaneously emptied into the core; this

is done from the central control room by the deliberate action of the

operator (moving four buttons).

This command can also be called from another command point situ-

ated outside the central control room.

4. SAFETY SYSTEM

4.1. Definition

The safety of the power plant is viewed in a very general way

under the aspect of the "Plant Protection System (PPS)". This system in-

cludes all the electrical and mechanical devices from the detection circuits

to the terminal actuators which guarantee the safety of the plant.

4.2. Installation making up the shielding system

These installations can be ranked in two catagories:

A) the safequarding apparatuses conceived aspecially for the

shielding system, for example:

- the auxilary cooling system for the core,

- the apparatus for isolating the primary vessel

- the refrigerants in the primary vessel

- the apparatus for a safety power shut-down.

B) the devices that are normally operational but can be con-

sidered as having a safety nature, for example:

- the principle cooling loops or their parts tnat maks up the

fast cooling of the core system,
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- the water circuits and the apparatuses that serve as ultimate

coolers during accidents,

- the cooling system in the casing,

- the control rods.

4.3. Fundamental parameters in the installation

The fundamental parameters that must absolutely be maintained

in the specified limits are:

- power level of the reactor,

- ratio of the thermal power of the reactor to the primary

helium flow rate,

- pressure of the primary helium,

- voltage of the auxilary supplies,

- radioactivity of the vapor,

- pressure in the primary vessel,

- temperature of the gas entering the vaporizer,

- doubling time of the neutron power.

4.4. OPS Operational Protection System

Above the preceding protection system (general safety of the

heating unit) there is planned to be an operational protection system

having as a goal the initiation of actions after a failure, in a way so

as to eliminate the consequences of this failure (isolation, partial stop)

without ordering a complete shut-down of the plant.
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The principle actions of the operation protection system are

the following:

~ isolation of a loop,

- blockage of the extraction of a rod,

- stop of a blower,

- lowering of the power by a programmed insertion of the

piloting rod and eventually several compensation rods.


